The present short paper is concerned with accurate explanation as well as quantification of the so called missing dark energy of the cosmos. It was always one of the main objectives of any successful general theory of high energy particle physics and quantum cosmology to keep non-physical negative norms, the so called ghosts completely out of that theory. The present work takes the completely contrary view by admitting these supposedly spurious states as part of the physical Hilbert space. It is further shown that rethinking the ghost free condition with the two critical spacetime dimensions D1 = 26 and D 2 = 25 together with the corresponding intercept a 1 = 1 and a 2 ≤ 1 respectively and in addition imposing, as in Gross et al. heterotic superstrings, an overall 496 dimensional exceptional Lie symmetry group, then one will discover that there are two distinct types of energy. The first is positive norm ordinary energy connected to the zero set quantum particles which is very close to the measured ordinary energy density of the cosmos, namely E(O) = mc 2 /22. The second is negative norm (i.e. ghost) energy connected to the empty set quantum wave and is equal to the conjectured dark energy density of the cosmos E(D) = mc 2 (21/22) presumed to be behind the observed accelerated cosmic expansion. That way we were able to not only explain the physics of dark energy without adding any new concepts or novel additional ingredients but also we were able to compute the dark energy density accurately and in full agreement with measurements and observations.
Introduction
One of the most cherished objectives of any successful modern theory in quantum gravity and cosmology is to keep negative norms out of the physical Hilbert space for being meaningless [1] - [5] . However and in view of the shocking discovery of the missing dark energy density of our cosmos as documented beyond reasonable doubt via COBE, WMAP and Type 1a supernova as well as Hubble and Planck projects [6] [7] , one may be permitted to contemplate the possibility of having brought on ourselves what may seem superficially to be happening to us as Thomas Mann says in his essay "Freud and the future" [8] . We mean by that the possibility that we have superciliously trimmed and refined our theories to the extent by which we could discover and account for the 4.5 percent ordinary energy only, keeping the 95.5 percent "dark" energy out in the cold under the possibly wrong prejudice that negative norms are spurious terms and mathematical artefacts which have no place in the real world and therefore must be eliminated from the physical Hilbert space using rarefied concepts and mathematics [1] - [5] . The present work motivated by the necessity to explain dark energy turns the tables on the preceding fundamental argument and presents an opposite narrative to the physics of the negative norms which we compute accurately and show it to be what we call dark energy [9] - [19] .
Nambu-Goto Strings, Gupta-Bleuler Quantization and Dark Energy
In the present work we will treat the bosonic section of D. Gross et al. heterotic superstrings theory [1] - [5] in the old mould covariant approach of Nambu-Goto bosonic strings and the Gupta-Bleuler quantization of electrodynamics [1] - [5] . Applying the Virasoro algebra to the open strings with almost identical techniques for closed strings, it is well known that due to zero components of the corresponding harmonic oscillation, ghosts are found in theory [1] - [5] . These are given by the negative metric in the usual notation. Thus not only zero norm states but also negative norm states are forced on our mathematics [1] - [5] . However in E-infinity [9] - [15] the zero set models the quantum particle while its surface, i.e. the empty set corresponding to negative norm models the quantum wave [10] . In other words, quantum particles and quantum waves are two different sides of the same coin and are inseparable and moreover, just a mathematical tautology completely equivalent to the zero norm and negative norm [1] - [5] [10]- [14] . Consequently negative norms should not be excluded a priori on account of a rumour, namely being not real in a cosmos where the terms real and not real should be used with a great deal of care and delicacy [1] - [5] . In fact, following the conventional analysis of negative norms, we see that the mathematical scheme itself is trying hard to tell us something but we were not listening, that is until dark energy was conjectured based on real actual measurements and observations [6] [7] [12] . Continuing with this mainstream analysis we can define spurious states leading to an expression which we initially did not want to be part of the physical Hilbert space based on the arguments just being refuted above [1] - [5] [9]- [15] . Said in different words, there is a real possibility that "spurions" as discussed in [16] are real. To make a relatively long story short, following a well known methodology we arrive at a result wrongly conceived as negative, namely that for spacetime dimension D = 26 and intercept a = 1.5, the so called spurious states is part and parcel of our Hilbert space physical structure [1] - [5] . That way we arrive at an acceptable norm state by choosing D = 26 and can write a ghost free condition prescribing that [1] 
Here we term the D 1 = 26 the upper critical dimension while D 2 = 25 is the lower critical dimension corresponding to the norm state [1] - [5] ( )( )( )(
Next we will impose our overall 496 dimensional symmetry of E8E8 [1] - [5] and see how we retrieve this way a rather familiar result for the ordinary energy density and consequently the dark energy density E(D) of the cosmos in full agreement with previous analysis and astounding conformity with COBE, WMAP and Type 1a supernova measurements and observations [6] [7] [12].
Internal Dimensions, External Dimensions and Energy Density
It is well known that the deep meaning of the most important invariance of a topology, namely dimension has transcended the separation between spacetime dimensions and the internal symmetry group dimensions con-nected to the same spacetime theory [1] - [5] [9]- [15] . In this sense Einstein's minimum spacetime dimensions D = 4 as well as the 496 dimensions of E8E8 or SO(32) of the two types of heterotic strings as well as the 12 dimensions of SU(3), SU(2), U(1) of the standard model may, at a fundamental level, be treated to a large extent on equal footing [2] [4] [10] . Seen in that way we may look at D = 26 as an index for positive norm states and consequently link it to quantum particles and ordinary energy. On the other hand D = 496 may be seen as an index for the infinitely many negative norms and therefore dark energy connected to the empty set, i.e. to the quantum wave [10] [12] [13] . In other words 26/496 must be approximately proportional to the ordinary energy density of our cosmos. To be more precise we need to look at the famous E = mc 2 of Einstein and to realize that it is the maximal energy density possible, i.e. - [15] . We must also realize that E = mc 2 is based on one messenger particle, namely the photon as well as 4 dimensional spacetime. Now we want to scale 2 
Our ordinary energy density is consequently
in full agreement with theoretical and experimental results [4] - [15] . The preceding result could be made transfinitely exact [9] - [15] by noting that |E8E8| is not simply 496 but 496 − k 2 where ( ) 
exactly as it should be [9] - [15] . Comparing the previous result with that obtained using the five dimensional volume of the zero set as a quantum particle 5 φ and the five dimensional volume of the empty set as a quantum wave 2 5φ , i.e. the surface of the 5-D quantum particle, we obtain the very same result [10] - [15] . In other words our final result is that [10] - [15] ( ) ( )( ) ( )
which is the quasi potential energy of the quantum particle and this is the energy we can measure directly while [10] - [15] ( ) ( ) 
is the quasi kinetic propagation energy of the quantum wave enveloping the quantum particle for being its cobordism, i.e. surface. This quasi kinetic energy is actually what we have dubbed the missing dark energy just because we cannot measure it directly due to the quantum wave collapse but only see its effect indirectly via the observed accelerated expansion of the cosmos [6] [7] [12] . In fact we have used more misleading names for the same kind of energy although there are more familiar names as ghost states, spurious states and non-physical states which are then considered not to be admissible parts of the physical Hilbert state. This is for sure a wide spread and misleading understanding which elevated itself wrongly to a conventional wisdom.
Conclusions
We were very thorough and successful in clearing our theories from negative norms to the extent that we obscured the origin of dark energy although it is nothing more mysterious than the relatively familiar ghosts, or as said earlier on, the negative norms which we keep saying are not part of reality and should not be part of the physical Hilbert space. Ironically in E-infinity [9] - [15] we worked all the time with empty sets modelling these ghosts but calling them empty sets and called the energy attached to them dark energy and paradoxically referred to it as the energy of the "energy-less empty" quantum wave [9] - [15] . From this muddle now arises at long last a clearer picture. Dark energy is the energy of the quantum wave [9] - [15] [17] and this is actually a tautological expression for the energy of the negative norm states [1] - [5] [16] . In addition locally at very small nano distances, this is the source of the Casimir energy which at the cosmic holographic boundary, is the negative gravity force causing the accelerated cosmic expansion so that the difference between Casimir energy and dark energy is only the difference of boundary conditions and scale [17] . Now even if this is not true, the possibility is truly worth taking seriously and showing why it is not true. However in all events this possibility cannot be dismissed lightly particularly because of its unifying potential and showing again that all our problems in quantum physics and cosmology are connecting to the quantum wave which did not only disturb the great man of physics, Albert Einstein but also one of the main creators of quantum mechanics, E. Schrödinger. Perhaps when our efforts to develop a quantum wave nondemolition measurement device bear fruitful results, then we will be able to not only deduct dark energy but could utilize it as well as a practically infinite source of clean energy [17] . Maybe we should stress that the present treatment of the subject of dark energy has a particular advantage vis-à-vis all our previous analysis [9] - [15] which is that it does not invoke in the first place any non-mainstream ideas since negative norms and ghosts are fairly familiar concepts [1] - [5] [16] albeit wrongly interpreted in the case of dark energy. In other words we have just show that what we always avoided is what we really need and that quantum waves, empty sets and negative norms are just different words with almost identical meanings [1] - [5] [9]- [15] [17]. Thus we hope that the present paper is written in a language that is familiar to the majority of theoretical physicists.
